
Highly breathable

Low density knit minimizes 
weight,� maximizes  
 compressibility

High loft fibers trap air,�  
retaining body heat

Stretch

The latest versions of Polartec® 

Thermal Pro® High Loft also 

include the addition of spandex 

to triple the amount of fabric 

stretch in the length direction,� 

and add recovery power to 

the width. The resulting fabric 

produces garments that can 

move any way you do without 

restrictions or “bagging out” 

over time.  

Technical Highlights

•  Provides warmth without the 
weight and bulk of traditional 
insulating fabrics. Highest 
warmth to weight ratios of 
any Polartec® fabric.

•  Highly breathable to provide 
comfort in all activities: does 
not restrict the movement of 
moisture vapor. 

•  Lightens your load and takes 
up less space in your pack 
than standard fleece fabrics.  

•  Dries quickly to minimize 
heat loss.

•  Versatile; appropriate for a 
broad range of activities.

• Machine washable. 

How Does it Work?

The key to this fabric’s performance is in its unique 

patented construction. An open-mesh stitch promotes 

compressibility,� increases airflow,� and minimizes 

weight. Low density,� high loft pile face and back 

minimizes weight but increases warmth and compress-

ibility. The fabric maintains its loft wear after wear,� 

for enduring warmth. Fabrics are at least 30% warmer 

per weight than standard fleece or the most common 

competitive “high loft” offering.

Ideal Uses: Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft fabrics are designed primarily as a highly efficient 
insulation layer for use with a shell in stop-and-go activities where weight and space are limited. 
When worn alone, they have exceptional breathability and quick dry time, for a remarkably broad 
comfort range. Excels in back country pursuits like mountaineering, skiing, and ice climbing.

Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft
Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft fabrics take insulation to a new level by 

maximizing warmth without weight,� compressibility and breathability. They are 

the most technically advanced of the Polartec® insulation fabrics,� achieving 

the utmost versatility and performance under extreme conditions. This level of 

performance is critical when all you have is what you can carry.

Thermal efficiency is measured in clo values (ASTM D1518) or 
warmth/fabric weight. The higher the value, the greater the  
thermal efficiency.

  Warmth per Weight* 

  Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft Extreme:   .210 clo

  Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft Mid:   .185 clo

  Common Competitive Fabric:   .143 clo

  200 Weight Fleece:   .143 clo

  300 Weight Fleece:   .111 clo

 0  .05 .10 .15 .20
clo/oz/yd2

Compressibility

As illustrated below,� Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft 

offers exceptional compressibility—up to 44% more 

than standard fleece. It takes up less space in your 

pack,� so you can travel lighter and faster,� or perhaps in 

more comfort having space for an additional essential 

like a camp espresso maker,� an MP3 player,� or your 

favorite mood enhancing beverage.  

Standard Fleece  
under 45 lbs.  
of pressure

Polartec® Thermal Pro® 
High Loft under 45 lbs. 

of pressure

Superior warmth

US PATENTS # 6916032, 6199410, 6832497, 6837078, 5855125
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insulation

WARMTH
MAde  

Possible

Compressibility Results 
(Based on 2 yards of fabric = approx. 1 jacket)

Standard 
Fleece

300 weight 
405 cu. in. 
6.6 liter

200 weight 
244 cu. in 
4.0 liter

Polartec® Thermal Pro® 
High Loft

Extreme warmth 
226 cu. in. 
3.7 liter

Extreme warmth 
207 cu. in 
3.4 liter

Space  
Savings

44% 
179 cu. in. 
2.9 liter

15% 
37 cu. in 
0.6 liter



Hang Tags
Garment and Accessory tags are available with this fabric.

Woven labelsTechnologies
Technology hang tags are  
available with this fabric.

PLTPS-10

PLTPV-10

Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft

Polartec® Thermal Pro® High Loft fabrics take insulation to a 

new level by maximizing warmth without weight,� compressibility  

and breathability. 
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PECOREC-10

•  Highest warmth 

without weight

• Highly breathable

•  Highly compressible

• Dries quickly

• Machine washable

• Versatile use
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Highly breathable

Low density knit minimizes 
weight,� maximizes  
compressibility

High loft fibers trap air,� 
retaining body heat

Superior warmth
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